ROUTE TO 1898 THE POST
HOTEL ADDRESS
1898 The Post | Graslei 16 | Ghent, 9000 (Belgium)

REACHING GHENT BY CAR
Guests arriving by car have the two following options to park:
- Stay in Sint-Michiels Parking (€23,50/24h - Sint-Michielsplein 8)
- Or book a spot in our private parking prior to the arrival (€25/night - Watergraafstraat 1)
by email at welcome@1898thepost.com. Once the reservation is made, the guest will
receive all the necessary details.
Kindly note that our hotel is located in a car-free zone.
 Take one of the following highways in direction of Ghent:
- E40 (when coming from Luxembourg): follow E40 in direction of Gent/Aalst.
- E34 (when coming from The Netherlands): follow E34 in direction of Antwerp/Gent.
- E17 (when coming from France): follow E17 in direction of Lille/Rijsel/Kortrijk.

 Leave the highway just after you can spot the stadium of Ghent (Ghelamco Arena) on the
right-hand side. Turn right and follow the right lane to take the E17.
 Once on the E17, keep left and follow Gent centrum.
 Follow “Andere Richtingen” (next to the bridge)
 At the first traffic lights, make a left turn (under the bridge)
 Now you are on the ring of Ghent. Continue to Charles de Kerchovelaan. You can spot the
Citadel park on your left.
 Continue +/-1 km until you see a pharmacy and a Delhaize supermarket (on your left). Then
turn right into Bernard Spaelaan.
 Cross the bridge and go straight into Papegaaistraat.
 Continue on to Annonciadenstraat and Gebroeders Vandeveldestraat.
 Before the interdiction sign, turn left into Onderbergen.
 The entrance to the public carpark Sint-Michiels is on your left side.
 For our private car park, continue and pass the Sint-Michiels Church on your right. Take the
second small street left called Watergraafstraat (street after Ingelandgat).You have now arrived
at the entrance of our car park. Introduce your personal code to open the gate. In case you
need assistance please call us at: +32(0)9 391 53 79. Park your car on the designated parking
space.
 Cross the Sint Michiels bridge by foot to arrive at 1898 The Post.
 The hotel entrance is situated on your left side in front of the river.
 You have reached 1898 The Post!
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BY TRAIN
Stop at Gent Sint-Pieters Station. Upon arrival, there are several options:
 Take tram n°1 (red line) at Sint-Pieters Station in the direction of Wondelgem/Evergem.
There’s a tram every 7 minutes (last tram is at 00u50). Get off at Korenmarkt and walk 2
minutes towards the left. You can now see our hotel. The entrance is located in front of the
river, at Graslei 16.
To purchase a ticket:
You can buy a ticket from the machine on the platform (€3) or send a text to 4884 with the
message ‘DL’ (approx. €2). Tickets are valid for 1 hour only.

 Take a taxi: There will always be taxis waiting in front of the station. However, we can
also book one for you should you prefer. A ride to the hotel costs between €8 and €11,
depending on the traffic. Ask the driver to drop you off in front of the hotel at Graslei 16.

BY FOOT FROM THE PARKING
Welcome! You have now arrived at the entrance of our car park. Introduce your personal code to
open the gate. In case you need assistance please call us at: +32(0)9 391 53 79. Park your car on
the designated parking space:
 Coming from Sint-Michielsparking, you have to cross the Sint-Michielsbridge located on
left side of the Sint-Michielschurch.
 Crossing the Sint-Michielsbridge you will see the Sint-Michielschurch on your right and
“Graslei” on your left side.
 When you have crossed the Sint-Michielsbridge, turn right and pass the taxi rank next to
the bridge.
 When you have passed the taxi rank and reached the riverside, turn right.
 The hotel entrance is located at the riverside through our courtyard gates.
 You have now reached 1898 The Post, welcome!

BY PLANE
Upon arrival at Brussels Airport:
- Taxis are awaiting in front of the Arrival Hall.
- Trains depart from the -2 level in the airport. Take a train to Gent-Sint Pieters.
Leaving by car from the airport:
- Leave the airport and follow E40 in the direction of E19. Continue for 14 km.
- At the exchanger 10-Groot-Bijgaarden, follow E40 in the direction of Gent/Aalst.
Continue for 44km.
- Then, follow the instructions given above (“reaching Ghent by car”).

